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Latest Products

Semi-recessed design sink
American Standard’s Boxe semi-
countertop sink features a space-
saving design that is partially 
recessed to easily fit on a countertop 
as narrow as 13”. The white lavatory 
is available in a choice of single or 
8” widespread hole options to offer 
installation flexibility and accom-
modate a range of faucet selections. 
The lavatories are self-rimming with 
a rear overflow and are construct-
ed of fine fire clay to offer lasting 
beauty. Offering clean design lines, 
this lavatory makes a visual state-
ment while comfortably fitting into a 
smaller space. American Standard. 
www.americanstandard-us.com

Sleek bath series
Meda, in the heart of Brianza, Italy, is the region where high-
end Italian contemporary furnishings have been made since 
the 18th century. It is here the artisans and ateliers of high 
quality, luxury contemporary furnishings continue to inspire 
and be inspired. The ROHL Italian Bath Meda series is named in 
honor of this history. The sleek lines of this collection embody 
the spirit of Cassina and Minotti chairs, tables and accessories. 
Unfettered and modern from start to finish, the company states. 
ROHL. www.rohlhome.com

Industrial-style collection
MCN European Enterprises new Nature Cross Collection brings industrial looks to the bathroom. The 
collection is available with gleaming metal finishes and fixtures that resemble pipes taken from old 
factories and warehouses, the company notes. Choose from a wide-spread faucet, a Roman tub set 
with a handheld shower, a tub spout and thermostatic- and pressure-balance tub and shower sets. 
MCN European Enterprises. www.mcnfaucets.com

Boiler temp adjustment capabilities
tekmar’s zone valve control 306V provides heat to hydronic heating systems by connecting as many as four thermo-
stats and operating various zone valves. Designed to operate zone valves and a system pump, the control includes 
optional exercising and post-purge operation of the domestic hot water tank, as well as RoomResponse technology 
for adjusting boiler target temperatures based upon thermostat on-time. tekmar. www.tekmarcontrols.com

ProPEX brass transition fittings
Targeted for commercial hydronic heating and cool-
ing systems, Uponor North America offers code-listed 
commercial-grade ProPEX brass transition fittings in 
sizes from 1/2” to 2”. Manufactured from high-quality 
C36000, the offering includes 31 transition fittings. 
Uponor. www.uponorpro.com




